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Wildland Limited
Wildland Limited is an organisation dedicated to the rehabilitation of some of Scotland’s most
precious landscapes as part of a 200 year vision of conservation. The company is the custodian of
three Scottish estates; Wildland North Coast, Wildland Cairngorm, and Wildland West & Ness.
Wildland has planted over five million trees in the Scottish Highlands and created the conditions to
regenerate countless more – nurturing a landscape where wildlife can thrive and nature can heal
itself. Wildland also operates a number of market-leading hospitality venues across the Highlands,
with proceeds going back into conservation initiatives.
For centuries, some of Europe’s most diverse and special landscapes have been decimated by
deforestation, species loss and the erosion of natural habitats. Mountainsides that once played host
to a rich and living forest now stand denuded and impoverished. The rivers, lochs and seas around
them are also under threat. Much of the peatland that punctuates the landscape and stores
Scotland’s carbon has been degraded and is now categorised as being in ‘unfavourable condition’
against IUCN and EU standards.
In the face of a climate emergency, urgent action is needed to turn the tide. Wildland’s mission is to
make an active and meaningful contribution to the restoration of some of Scotland’s living
landscapes. Our investment in Scotland’s wild land won’t just help nature heal itself – sustainable
and thriving local communities lie at the heart of our vision. By developing our natural capital,
whether by planting five million trees in the Cairngorms, allowing the conditions for natural
regeneration of native woodland, or by restoring marine habitats in Sutherland, everyone stands to
gain. To that end, Wildland has also developed a series of business ventures which are designed to
contribute towards a more sustainable environment with resilient communities that demonstrate
that nature can, indeed, pay her way.
National Planning Framework 4
We recognise that NPF sets a framework going forward for the next decade in terms of planning
policy and planning scope. We do not profess to have a view on the whole picture. Nevertheless, as
one of the largest landholdings in Scotland we have been putting into practice a viable framework for
the future that provides an alternative which is worth considering. This approach recognises the
ecological value and the landscape beauty of the land for which we are custodians. People are at the
heart of this approach. Whether they be visitors to our precious country and landscapes, guests
staying in our tourism facilities, employees or entrepreneurs engaging more widely with our
economic stimulus. Sometimes it takes an international perspective to see the value of what we have
in Scotland and its economic potential, including our iconic, national, scenic heritage. The North
Coast 500 was a small-scale, bottom-up initiative which caught the zeitgeist of the Instagram
generation. Whilst we all need to work on the management of that approach – one thing it has done
is to set out just how valuable, at many levels, our beautiful landscape is.
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In this submission we will balance our advocacy of this approach – particularly with respect to whole
landscape scale conservation – with the concern we have that one particular proposal (or set of
proposals) should have been dealt with in the last National Planning Framework (NPF3). These are
the ‘intersectional’ matters of landscape protection and large scale industrial developments set
within our precious national scenery.
Finally we cannot make any submission to NPF4 which does not take into account a new normal
which has been forced upon us because of the coronavirus pandemic. It goes without saying that the
resilience of our community is paramount whether the visible and pressing threat before us, or the
less visible threat of the climate emergency.
Landscape
Wildland Limited has been at the forefront of landscape scale conservation. We see this approach as
the only sensible approach for the 21st Century, bringing together many strands of planning which
have emerged in the latter half of the 20th Century. The recognition that the tourism industry
depends upon our iconic scenery so much, means that we have to act to minimise threats, while
maximising the conservation effort to protect the resource upon which so much of this is based.
Along with organisations like the John Muir Trust, The Association for the Protection of Rural
Scotland, the National Trust for Scotland, and many others, we campaigned to see change to the
Planning (Scotland) Act 2019. In particular we wanted to see the duty to protect our National Scenic
Areas enhanced and made unequivocal. Happily, this was done, and without any challenge, the
Scottish Parliament enacted this positive change.
Moreover this year it is singularly important for Landscape and NPF4 should recognise this. It is 40
years (in September) since our own National Scenic Areas [NSAs] first came into effect. Building on
the efforts of the National Trust for Scotland [Highland Landscape; W. H. Murray; 1962] and the
Countryside Commission’s efforts [Scotland’s Scenic Heritage; 1978] our NSAs, protecting the 40
most beautiful parts of Scotland celebrate their 40th anniversary. NPF4, in conjunction with Scottish
Government’s key agencies, and NGO supporters, should be celebrating this.
As part of the effort to influence the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019, research was commissioned from
Wildland Research Institute at Leeds University led by Dr Steven Carver. This work sets out the areas
in Scotland which have been affected by large scale windfarms. We submit this as evidence toward
the finessing of the approach to landscape in Scotland. The principal conclusion that can be drawn is
that, somewhat counterintuitively, the NSAs have so far done their work well. But the threats are at
the front door. So anything that NPF4 can do to recognise and galvanise the effort is to be welcomed.
There is an imminent and highly significant development due imminently which NPF 4 will want to
build upon. As if to reinforce this landscape message, it has just come to our notice that the Steering
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Group striving to obtain World Heritage Status for the Caithness and Sutherland Flow Country has
taken a major positive step forward and will be the only UK nomination to UNESCO for 2021. The
Flow Country is now a bonafide ‘Candidate’ World Heritage Site – and is the only one from the UK
going forward to UNESCO for a decision next year. It would have been this year had it not been for
the conronavirus pandemic. It is respectfully suggested that NPF4 support should be celebrating,
capturing and reinforcing that effort. Wildland Limited has been a leading partner in the effort to
achieve designation and will continue to play an active part in our attempt to secure this prestigious
accolade.
Supporting evidence
-

The spread of Windfarms across Scotland and their visibility (A Powerpoint and animated
MP3 file) from Dr Steven Carver, Wildland Research Institute, Leeds University; 2018)

Major Industrial Developments in Remote Rural Areas
This is the perfect example of where a National Planning Framework should be the key determining
factor in any planning casework, whether by policy or by specific proposals.
Soon after NPF 3 was approved by the Scottish Parliament in 2015, the UK Space Agency [UKSA]
announced a requirement for the UK to have its own space launch facility. The headlines were
captured by the need for a spaceport to serve horizontal take-off & landing aircraft capable of space
flight. The newspaper stories were fuelled by celebrity space enthusiasts including Messrs Branson,
Bezos and Musk.
Beneath this froth there lies a normal tale of economic development. Various factors were coming
together that spotlighted the need.
-

A dependence for space launch facilities on other nations.
The growing costs of space launches.
The absence of a reliable facility in the USA.
A growing, home based industry building small satellites.
Speculation about growth potential in deployment of small satellite arrays
The looming pressures of Brexit allied with the UK's decision to go-it-alone on satellite
navigation systems.
An underlying but less known need in terms of military, geo-political effort.
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However, in spite of these signals, no site was identified in NPF 3. Not even a mention.
There followed a competitive bidding process, mostly focussed upon the spaceport facility. Various
commercial and military airfields engaged in the bidding. From Cornwall to Argyle contenders came
forward. Alongside this exercise various small-scale proposals for vertical take-off, conventional
rocket facilities have also come forward.
In the absence of clear locational and spatial policy we now have three planning applications
progressing – when it is clear Scotland really only needs one facility. The candidates are:
•
•
•

North Uist
Sutherland - A'Mhoine Peninsula
Shetland - Saxa Vord.

Considerable work was done, variously by UKSA and by HIE, examining the potential of a long list of
candidate sites. The emerging picture from this work showed that all three were possible, if marginal,
with pros and cons in each case.
However, the best site on purely geographical launch capability factors was clearly Shetland. Both
the other sites would have to use a risky dog-leg launch approach, to avoid overflying down launch
populations on islands (Shetland and Orkney), on oil platforms, and even other nations (Iceland &
Faroes).
It is understandable that in the absence of a clear UK decision, with Scottish Government support, all
three locations would continue to chase the economic development prize. No matter that this prize
is high risk. HIE have chosen to back, to lesser or greater extents, both Shetland and Sutherland. The
justification for substantial public subvention from HIE has been market failure. Not, the market
failure of remote, less populated areas, but the market failure of the Space Industry (!) in Scotland.
It has to be noted here that even small satellite launch facilities involve large rockets. Nelson’s
Column scale rockets – similar in size to inter-continental ballistic missiles. Moreover all three
contenders, because of the need for remoteness from human populations are in some of the wildest,
most beautiful parts of the country. There are many designations surrounding all three sites. The
landscapes of all three sites are exceptional. There are many potential wild life issues, especially
relating to birdlife.
So it is no surprise that each site sits within highly valued tourism destinations. The North Uist site
and the A'Moine site both sit on famous trails [the Hebridean Way and the North Coast 500].
So there is a conflict. There is a trade-off to be made. Tourism, Scenery and Ecosystem, versus Large
Scale Industrial Development. A plan led approach is essential in such circumstances.
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Such a plan-led approach would best be done under the auspices of the National Planning
Framework. The North Uist case has already received notification (call-in notification - appended). It
is clear that similar and equivalent notification should be considered for the A’Mhoine and Shetland
proposals as well. One of these three sites will be the best compromise between all the factors which
go into making this assessment. All three sites, in the absence of appropriate policy in the NPF3 /
NPF4, could be considered ‘premature’ in planning terms. Given the scale of public subsidy already
committed to a “favoured” site (potentially £20million) there should also have been Strategic
Environmental Assessment brought to bear upon the decision-making process long before it could
become a planning application.
In terms of the preferred approach we would commend for NPF4 – we suggest that the Framework
embody the analysis set out in the due diligence report prepared on behalf of HIE in 2017 by DIEMOS
and quoted here:
•
•

•
•

“The Shetland Isles has the best orbital access, but the remote site means it is logistically the
most challenging.
The Moine peninsula is a large uninhabited area on the north coast of the UK mainland. It has
advantages in terms of logistics, but the populations downrange in the Faeroes and Iceland
constrain the available trajectories and reduce the mass that can be delivered to orbit.
Scolpaig on North Uist could benefit from MOD Hebrides range infrastructure, but has
challenges regarding obtaining regulatory approval for launch to Sun-Synchronous Orbits.
Other sites could be considered, including the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, mainland sites
such as Totegan, Durness or Cape Wrath, or a site in the Orkney Isles. Although these each
have their advantages, none appear so favourable as the first three.” [Deimos 2017 attached]

Clearly even here, there are some misapprehensions. The Sullom Voe infrastructure on Shetland,
with ferries and airports makes the statement about Saxa Vord look foolish at best. Shetland has
excellent infrastructure. Whoever wrote the reference to Sutherland having logistical advantages had
not travelled the 50 miles of single track road from Lairg – or experienced the NC500 – where a ‘slow’
and ‘patient’ approach is part of the experience folk travel there to experience.
Submitted with this representation are
•
•
•

Diemos Elecnor SCEPTRE Report 2017 SCEPTRE-DMU-TN-05
Report on the Trajectory: North of Scotland orbital ascent flight corridor and launch safety
analysis By Robin H. Brand BSc. C.Eng. MIET FBIS. This is one of a series of papers from the
British Interplanetary Society’s (BIS) Nanosat Launch Vehicle (NLV) Feasibility Study.
Report on the Economics: TITLE: Satellites to Sutherland-not quite coals to Newcastle. MIKE
DANSON, HERIOT-WATT UNIVERSITY; GEOFF WHITTAM, GLASGOW CALEDONIAN
UNIVERSITY; JANETTE WYPER, INDEPENDENT RESEARCHER
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•

Call-in Notice for North Uist – Scottish Govt.
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Conclusion
Wildland Limited would prefer that the Sutherland Space Hub development does not take place
immediately adjacent to such a sensitive and relatively unspoilt, wild bird oasis in the North of
Scotland on the magnificent A’Mhoine peninsula. But we have said that if we were a lone voice of
objection in the community we would not go against an overwhelming local support for this
development, however this is clearly not the local position. Notwithstanding that commitment we
have been witness to the rather random approach to all this (in planning terms this would be
described as disjointed incrementalism). The scale of the taxpayer subvention required makes it
abundantly clear that the development proposals require serious, detailed assessment. In the
absence of this, it could be argued that all three applications are premature in planning terms. All
three cases should certainly be called-in. If necessary, a joint public inquiry should be convened –
though prematurity in favour of a plan led circumstance, set in place by the Scottish Government
looks to be the best and most sensible approach.
We believe that the Landscape, Environment and Conservation approach has much to offer. Indeed
so much more to offer that it should be firmly embodied in the new NPF4/SPP in such a manner to
foster it and see it succeed. That this is done during the 40th anniversary year of our NSAs and our 40
most beautiful places in Scotland is a most fitting, hand-in-glove circumstance, especially with the
WHS news, that it should be a headline item for the new NPF4.
©WildLand Limited 2020
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Local Government and Communities Directorate
Planning and Architecture Division

abcd

T: 0131-244
E: planning.decisions@gov.scot

Mr John Mayhew
john@aprs.scot

___
Our ref:

2019/0026468

17 April 2020
Dear Mr Mayhew
Thank you for your e-mail of 5 September 2019 to the Minister for Local Government,
Housing and Planning on behalf of the charity ‘The Association for the Rural Protection of
Scotland’ regarding spaceport related developments in Scotland. Apologies for the delay in
responding to you, I have been asked to reply.
Spaceport related planning applications are currently being considered on a case by case
basis. Scottish Ministers recently issued a notification direction to Western Isles Council
regarding the Uist Spaceport proposal, should the council be minded to grant permission.
This gives Ministers the opportunity to consider whether there are any national issues that
would require their intervention.
I can advise that there are currently no other directions in place for any other spaceport
proposal at this time, however Scottish Ministers have received requests to do so and this
matter is under consideration.
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely

PLANNING DECISIONS

Victoria Quay, Edinburgh EH6 6QQ
www.gov.scot
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North of Scotland orbital ascent flight corridor and launch safety
analysis
By Robin H. Brand BSc. C.Eng. MIET FBIS. (Feedback please to robin@nfel.co.uk)
This is one of a series of papers from the British Interplanetary Society’s (BIS) Nanosat Launch Vehicle
(NLV) Feasibility Study.

1. Foreword
The author is chair of the British Interplanetary Society (BIS) Technical Committee and project leader
of the BIS Nanosat Launch Vehicle (NLV) feasibility study,1 and has written this paper to inform the
study about flight safety requirements and how these might affect orbital launches from the north of
Scotland.

2. Executive Summary
This paper helps answer the question “Would it be feasible to launch satellites into orbit from the
UK – if so how?” – the “how” relating to the geographical constraints dictated by public safety
considerations when launching from three potential launch sites in the north of Scotland. (N.Uist in the
Western Isles, The Moine peninsula on the north coast and the island of Unst in Shetland.)
Although this paper is only an introduction to the subject area, and no full safety risk analysis has yet
been carried out, it appears the launch trajectories could meet applicable safety requirements; albeit that
those from N. Uist and The Moine (and possibly Unst) would require ‘dogleg’ ascent paths. In addition,
The Moine has a major issue to face re the location of the west of Shetland oilfield. However late
contender Unst in the Shetland Islands is better situated in that it avoids the Faroe Islands and the
oilfield, allowing the possibility of a more efficient non-dogleg ascent to orbit; although a major issue
(the impact position of the second stage should a three-stage vehicle be used) is identified.
CONTENTS
1. Foreword
2. Executive Summary
3. Introduction
4. Choice of Launch Site
5. Selection of Standard
6. Feasible Trajectories to SSO
7. Constructing a Flight Corridor by applying Appendix A
8. Evaluation of the Flight Corridor
9. Intermediate Stage Impact Areas
10. Evaluation of the Feasible Dogleg Trajectories
11. Other safety hazards
12. Summary and Conclusions
Appendix and references
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3. Introduction
Following the author’s presentation of a paper on the then current position of the BIS NLV feasibility
study at RISpace 2017 in Glasgow,2 it became apparent that an important next step was to investigate
the nominal trajectory of orbital launches from the north of Scotland in more detail, in particular
regarding the safety margins that might be required.
This paper is that next step. It does the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recaps the study’s choice of vertical launch sites in the north of Scotland. (Section 4)
Selects a suitable flight safety standard. (Section 5)
Defines a feasible computer-simulated trajectory to SSO (Sun-Synchronous Orbit) for each of
the three launch sites. (Section 6)
Constructs maps and compares flight safety corridors for those three trajectories. (Section 7)
Provides a preliminary safety evaluation of the flight corridors. (Section 8)
Considers intermediate stage impact points (Section 9)
Provides the conclusion from a separate paper on the ‘cost’ of the dogleg trajectories used for
two of the trajectories (Section 10)
Briefly considers the West of Shetland oilfield (Section 11)

4. Choice of launch site
By the end of 2016, the BIS NLV feasibility study had identified several possible vertical launch sites in
the north of Scotland.3 These included “Scolpaig” on North Uist in the Outer Hebrides and “The Moine”
peninsula on the north mainland coast. At the subsequent “Launch UK” event in London in February
2017, the study was pleased to hear that these two sites were amongst those being promoted as UK
spaceports.
Subsequently, a third launch site has become a contender. The “Shetland Space Centre” 4 plans to build
and operate a satellite launch site in Unst, Shetland, and the UK’s most northerly island. This potential
launch site has many advantages, and so has been added to this paper.
In addition, since issue 1 of this paper was released on 16/2/2018, a more accurate launch point (subject
to confirmation) for the proposed launch site on The Moine peninsula has become available. This launch
point is some 5.5 km (3.4 miles) south of that originally selected by the study.5 This makes no
significant difference to the ascent trajectories plotted on smaller scale launch corridor maps, but the
larger scale ones have been updated, that is figures Figure 4b(ii), 10b and 11b.

5. Selection of safety standard
Curiously, it appears that as yet, unlike the USA, the UK currently has no regulations in place to cover
the licensing of a “launch site location”, instead only the following activities are addressed:
•
•
•

launching or procuring the launch of a space object;
operating a space object;
any activity in outer space

Hence this paper has used Part 420 (“license to operate a launch site, including flight corridor safety
considerations”) of the USA’s FAA regulations – although it is appreciated that the UK’s safety
standard will operate on a slightly different basis – based on “Individual Risk (IR) assessment not an
Expected Casualties (EC) calculation”.6
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(In this issue of the paper, in order to make it more readable, the detailed reasoning behind this selection
of safety standard has been moved to the Appendix, see page 21.)
5.1. The Flight Corridor – purpose and selection of
FAA Part 420 uses the concept of a “Flight Corridor”.
The purpose a flight corridor is to define an area where a safety risk evaluation needs to take place; in
particular FAA § [clause] 420.23 (a) (1) specifies: “Encompasses an area that the applicant estimates, in
accordance with the requirements of this part, to contain debris with a ballistic coefficient of ≥3 pounds per square
foot, from any non-nominal flight of a guided orbital expendable launch vehicle…”, (where three pounds is 1.4

kg).
Appendix A and Appendix B of Part 420 provide two different ways of constructing the launch corridor.
Appendix A is a more general “catch-all” method of estimating where debris might fall, “without the use
of local meteorological data or a launch vehicle trajectory.” It is simpler to use than B but produces a corridor
of larger area. Appendix B takes into account these two factors and specifically mentions the launch
area: “The launch area of a flight corridor reflects the extent of launch vehicle debris impacts in the event of a
launch vehicle failure and applying local meteorological conditions. The downrange area reflects the extent of
launch vehicle debris impacts in the event of a launch vehicle failure and applying vehicle imparted velocity,
malfunctions turns, and vehicle guidance and performance dispersions.”

Appendix B can clearly result in a smaller more flight corridor encompassing fewer populated areas, as
at the end of Appendix C (Risk Analysis) appears the wording: “If the estimated expected casualty exceeds
−4

1 × 10 , then an applicant may either modify its proposal, or, if the flight corridor used was generated by the
appendix A method, use the appendix B method to narrow the flight corridor and then perform another appendix
C risk analysis.”

In this preliminary paper, Appendix A has been applied in an elementary way (i.e. without making
detailed range and bearing calculations using the more than three dozen equations specified), but using
some elements from Appendix B (vehicle trajectory and launch area).

6. Feasible trajectories to SSO 7
(1) Preliminaries
(i) As the BIS NLV study reference vehicle has a nominal payload of 100 kg (220 lbs), from table 1 of
§420.19, it falls into the small weight (< c. 2000 kg) class.
(ii) Hence from table A-1, the debris dispersion radius (Dmax) is 1.2 nm (nautical miles).
(iii) The Island of North Uist, location Scolpaig, is one location being considered as launch site. This
has latitude 57.6486°N and
longitude 7.48529°W.8
Figure 1a – an azimuthal (great
circle) map (600 km radius)
centred on Scolpaig in N.Uist,
showing the direct SSO launch
azimuth (rot) of 344.1°,9 i.e. before
any manoeuvres are applied.
Although this ascent trajectory
misses the Faroe Islands, it still
needs to avoid Iceland, see figure
2a below.
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(iv) The Moine peninsula is also being considered by the study. A convenient point on the north of this
peninsula (as originally used by the study) has latitude 58.5739ºN and longitude 4.5348°W.

Figure 1b - an azimuthal (great
circle) map (500 km radius) centred
on The Moine peninsula, showing
the direct SSO launch azimuth (rot)
of 343.8°,10 However as can be
seen, this direct ascent crosses the
Faroe Islands, which need to be
avoided. Hence the “dogleg”
manoeuvre shown in figure 2b is
necessary.

(v) This paper now also considers the Island of Unst in the Shetland Islands as a launch site. A

convenient point (Lamba Ness) on the north east of Unst has latitude 60.8165ºN and longitude
0.7629°W.

Figure 1c - a smaller scale
azimuthal (great circle) map (1000
km radius) centred on Unst,
showing the direct (non-dogleg)
SSO launch azimuth (rot) of
342.9°,11 This ascent trajectory has
the great advantage of avoiding
both the Faroe Islands and Iceland.
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Figures 2a, 2b & 2c – a closer comparison of the SSO trajectories being considered, this time using accurate
computer simulated ascent trajectory paths. Left: a dogleg ascent from N.Uist,12 centre: a dogleg ascent from The
Moine, 13 right, a ‘direct’ ascent from Unst (non-dogleg);14 the latter showing how this launch site avoids the
Faroe Islands and the need for a dogleg trajectory as far as those islands are concerned.
(The terminated line at the bottom left of each view shows the end of the first orbit 85 minutes after launch and the
background colour coding represents population density, for the key see figure 7.)

Launch site
Site latitude and
longitude
Lift-off azimuth (yaw)
1st stage burn and
separation
2nd stage burn duration
First turn
Sep. and coast arc
duration
Coast arc initial bearing
3rd stage burn duration
Second turn
Final orbit (inclination &
altitude)
Delta V
Payload with avionics
Unburnt 3rd stage fuel to
orbit*
Total mass to orbit
Extra mass v. Moine (%)

North Uist
57.6486°N,
7.4853°W
340° (-20.0º)
131.4 secs

The Moine
58.5739°N,
4.5348°W**
5°
131.4 secs

Unst (no dogleg)
60.8165ºN,
0.7629ºW
342.9º (-17.1º)
131.4 secs

Unst (1 dogleg)
60.8165ºN,
0.7629ºW
0.0º
131.4 secs

101.9 secs
clockwise, c.14°
345 secs

101.9 secs
anticlockwise, c.9°
303 secs

101.9
N/A
350s

101.9
a.c.w., c.27º
345s

c.353°

c.357°

c.333º

47.5s
anticlockwise,
c.6°

49.0 s
anticlockwise, c.9°

342.9º (i.e.
unchanged)
40.25s
N/A

97.5°, apogee 418
km, perigee 388 km

97.5°, apogee 414
km, perigee 389 km

97.5º, apogee 401
km, perigee 373 km

97.5º, apogee 420
km, perigee 392 km

10155 m/s
135 kg
81 kg

10246 m/s
135 kg
74 kg

9750 m/s
135 kg
116 kg

9953 m/s
135 kg
98 kg

216 kg
7 (kg (+3%)

209 kg
-

251 kg
42 kg (+20%)

233 kg
24 kg (+12%)

44.0s
N/A

Table 1– a numerical comparison of the Figure 2 simulated SSO launches of the BIS NLV reference vehicle from
N.Uist,15 The Moine,16 Unst (no dogleg),17 & Unst (1 dogleg),18 using ASTOS software release 8.0.19.19
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* For comparison purposes, these four simulations use identical non-optimised BIS reference vehicles, with the same lift-off
mass including the third stage loaded with 312 kg of propellant. Hence it can be seen that from the Unst (no-dogleg)
simulation, 116-74 = 42 kg less propellant is used. (Spreadsheet available.20)
** Original launch point estimated by the study

7. Constructing a flight corridor by applying Appendix A
Part 420 Appendix A starts by defining the “Overflight Exclusion Zone”, and this order is followed
here: (“Overflight exclusion zone means a portion of a flight corridor which must remain clear of the
public during the flight of a launch vehicle”.21)
(2) Defining and mapping an Overflight Exclusion Zone
The zone is defined by figure A-1:

Figure 3 – the Overflight Exclusion Zone
definition diagram A-1 from Appendix A of
14 CFR III, C, 420.

(i) From tables A-1 and A-2 the applicable values for a “small” class orbital vehicle are Dmax = 1.2 nmi
(nautical miles) and DOEZ = 3.30 nmi. Applying these to the Scolpaig (N.Uist) launch site results in:

Figure 4a – the applicable
“Overflight Exclusion Zone”
drawn on a map of the Scolpaig
launch site on North Uist.
(Ordnance survey map, grid = 10
km squares). (The dashed lines
are the initial boundaries of the
Flight Corridor Launch Area, for
convenience drawn on the same
map.)
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Figures 4b (i) & (ii) – the applicable “Overflight Exclusion Zone” for the Moine launch site on the north coast of
mainland Scotland.
(Left = study originally selected coordinates, right = latest available, some 5.5 km/3.4 miles further south)
(Ordnance survey map, grid = 10 km squares). (The dashed lines are the initial boundaries of the Flight Corridor
Launch Area, for convenience drawn on the same map.)

Figure 4c – the applicable
“Overflight Exclusion Zone”
drawn on a map of Unst in
Shetland
(Ordnance survey map, grid = 10
km squares). (The dashed lines are
the initial boundaries of the Flight
Corridor Launch Area, for
convenience drawn on the same
map.)
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(3) Defining and mapping a Flight Corridor
(I) The Flight Corridor is defined by figure A-2:

Figure 5 – The Flight Corridor definition diagram A-2 from Appendix A of 14 CFR III, C, 420.
From table A-3 the applicable values for a “small” class orbital vehicle are Dmax = 1.2 nmi (re arc BG),
and distances CF = 39.45 nmi, DE = 117.87 nmi and HI = 1763.27 nmi. (“nmi” = nautical mile.)
Applying these to the three launch site results in:

Figures 6a, 6b & 6c – initial sketches of the complete Appendix A flight corridor drawn on a trajectory map of an
orbital launch of the BIS NLV reference vehicle.22
Left - N.Uist, centre - The Moine, right - Unst.
(Map produced using the ASTOS “Map Plot” feature, using the “Azimuthal Equidistant” projection option that
meets the requirements of Appendix A for far northern launch sites. Background colour indicates population
density.)
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Figure 7 – Left: population density key for the Figures 6 above.
(Greener = less populated = safer!)

Although Figures 6 provide a good overall view of the Flight Corridor, they lack detail of the important
area at the start. Hence the following larger scale versions were produced:

Figures 8a, 8b & 8c – the start of the Flight Corridor drawn on a larger scale version of the map above,
left - North Uist, centre - The Moine peninsula, right – Unst (no-dogleg)

Although Figures 8 above do indeed provides a larger scale view of the start of the Flight Corridor, they
still lack details of the initial “Launch Area”. Hence the following even larger scale versions were also
produced:
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Figures 9a, 9b and 9c – larger scale maps, showing the
“Launch Area” (first 100 nautical miles) 23 of the
respective Flight Corridors in in more detail. The first
elongated ‘H’ shaped bar marks the end of the BIS NLV
first-stage burn, the second the second-stage ignition. In
between, separation occurs and the fairing is jettisoned.
(Ordnance survey map, grid = 100 km squares.)

The “zooming in” exercise was repeated once more, this time to plot the “Overflight Exclusion Zone”,
and show the start (first 10 nautical miles) of the Launch Area in close-up:
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Figures 10a, 10b and 10c – these are repeats of Figure
4, shown again here, because as well as the “Overflight
Exclusion Zone” they also show in close-up the start of
the respective Launch Areas, as marked by the dashed
lines. (Ordnance survey map, grid = 10 km squares).

8. Evaluation of the Flight Corridor
This corresponds to 14 CFR III, C, 420 Appendix A section (d) parts (1), (2) and (3).
(1) Presence of any populated areas – Figures 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 apply. An initial inspection reveals that
these include some populated areas, bringing into play Appendix A (d) steps (2) and (3) next:
(2) Overflight exclusion zone – Figures 4 and Figures 10 show that the “Uprange” part of the overflight
exclusion zones may include populated areas, so for clarity they are shown on a larger scale here:
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Figures 11a, 11b and 11c – close-up views of the
“Uprange” part of the “Overflight Exclusion Zones”
and “Launch Areas”, here comprising that area
within the 1.2 nautical mile radius drawn. Top left =
N.Uist, top right = The Moine (location to be
confirmed), bottom left = Unst (non-dogleg case).
(Ordnance survey 1:50,000 map, grid = 1 km
squares.)

Evaluating in turn, starting with the Overhead Exclusion Zone:
(a) N.Uist: From Figures 11a, it can be seen that what looks like a farmhouse and perhaps some holiday
cottages lie within this area, as does the A865 road. Appendix A (d) (2) continues “an applicant may
modify its proposal or demonstrate that there are times when no people are present or that the applicant has an
agreement in place to evacuate the public from the overflight exclusion zone during a launch.” Hence, if this

standard was deemed applicable, this would need to be addressed.
(b) The Moine (11b) – moving the launch point further south means that a main road (the A838) and the
several houses on the Dalvraid – West Strathan – Lubinvullin road (the latter off the map) now fall in
the Overflight Exclusion Zone. If this launch point is confirmed, these might need to be cleared during
launch.
(c) Unst (11c) – a minor road/track and possibly some buildings might need to be cleared of the public
during launch.
Next the Flight corridor:
(3) Figures 6 (full length); Figures 8 (start), Figures 9 (Launch Area) and Figures 10 (start of Launch
Area) apply. Taking these in turn in reverse order:
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Figures 10 – the dashed line of these figures shows that the “Uprange” part of the Launch Area is
virtually the same as the Overflight Exclusion Zone, so the comments of (2) above apply.
Figure 9a – the right-hand boundary of the Launch Area just reaches the Isle of Lewis. This includes
some small settlements, such as Breanish/Brenish, population in 1961 of 60.24 If this standard was
deemed applicable, then it would need to be dealt with as further specified by (3) “If a populated area is
located within the flight corridor, an applicant may modify its proposal and create another flight corridor pursuant
to appendix A, use appendix B to narrow the flight corridor, or complete a risk analysis in accordance with
−4
appendix C.” (The risk analysis has to demonstrate that the estimated casualty rate is less than 1 × 10 .)

Figure 8a – the right-hand boundary of the Flight Corridor crosses the Faroe Islands and the left-hand
boundary the east of Iceland. For Figure 8b the left-hand boundary crosses the Faroe Islands. These are
populated areas, so if deemed applicable, would need to be considered as for Figures 9a and 9b above.
Figure 9c and 8c for Unst shows no such issues.
Figures 8 and Figures 6:
(i) Before the Arctic – the north-east coast of Greenland falls within the boundary, as does the small
volcanic island of Jan Mayen. The western boundary crosses the Greenland coast north of the main
eastern town of “Ittoqqortoormiit” (2013 population 452 25), so that is not included, but the area may
include Clavering Island, an old settlement that that now has no population.26 The Jan Mayen Islands
have no permanent population, but the scientific/military community reaches 35 in summer.27
(ii) After the Arctic – the Flight Corridor spreads out to include relatively large areas of Alaska and the
far eastern part of Russia, before finishing at 5000 nautical miles from Scotland, in the Pacific Ocean
south of the Aleutian Islands. Both these areas are populated, so again it would need to be dealt with as
specified by Appendix A “If a populated area is located within the flight corridor, an applicant may modify its
proposal and create another flight corridor pursuant to appendix A, use appendix B to narrow the flight corridor, or
complete a risk analysis in accordance with appendix C.”

For further consideration of this downrange area, (or indeed down range from Iceland) the reader is
referred to page 31 of reference 28, where it is stated that when various distance factors are taken into
account, populations in this area are unlikely to be driving factors in the Ec (Expected casualty) rates.
The Length of the Flight Corridor and IIP
It is relevant to check if the Flight Corridor should extend as far as 5000 nautical miles, because for the
BIS NLV reference vehicle, orbital velocity and payload release occurs far short (about one third) of
that distance, and clearly it would be advantageous to have a shorter Flight Corridor, as then it might not
be necessary to consider the populated areas of western Alaska and eastern Russia at all.
Now Part §420.23 (1) defines the flight corridor as being “…from the launch point to a point 5000 nm
downrange, or where the IIP leaves the surface of the Earth, whichever is shorter.”, and §420.5 defines
IIP as “Instantaneous impact point (IIP) means an impact point, following thrust termination of a launch
vehicle. IIP may be calculated with or without atmospheric drag effects.”

For the BIS NLV reference vehicle case, a worst case scenario would be if the third stage apogee burn
terminated early for any reason, in which case the payload and third stage would not go into orbit but reenter the atmosphere. Hence this was simulated for a N.Uist example case using ASTOS, with third
stage thrust duration reduced in one second steps from a nominal 51.5 seconds. When the termination
occurred 6.0 seconds early, the impact point (IIP) fell below 5000 nautical miles from the launch site:
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Figure 12 – a graph of instantaneous impact point (IIP) great circle distance from the N.Uist launch site, versus
third stage thrust time decrease. It can be seen that the IIP reduces to 5000 nmi when thrust termination occurs
about 5.5 seconds early. The six seconds case is shown in Figure 14 below.

Figure 13 –the first orbit, with a nominal 51.5
third stage apogee burn

Figure 14 – early termination when the burn
time is reduced by 6 seconds to 45.5 seconds

The conclusion is that the IIP leaves the surface of the Earth after 5000 nmi, so this maximum length for
the flight corridor stands.
However whether this is significant is a subject for further study and risk analysis, as is can be debated
whether the upper stage of the vehicle would actually reach the ground before complete disintegration.
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9. Intermediate stage impact areas
Another matter than needs taking into account for safety purposes, is the planned impact zone of the
launch vehicle intermediate stages. In the USA, this is addressed in Appendix D of Part 420 of the FAA
requirements.
First stage - as can be seen from the “bars” on the trajectories shown in Figures 9, the first stage
separation and fairing jettison of the BIS NLV reference vehicle occurs within the Launch Area some
100 km downrange, and (directly from the ASTOS simulations for a 400 km orbit) at an altitude of 58
km and speed of 2.6 km/s, and impact simulations using ASTOS results in the corresponding first- stage
impact positions shown here:

Figures 15a, 15b & 15c– map plots showing the
simulated impact positions of the first stage.
Top left: for a launch from N.Uist,29 top right: from
The Moine,30 bottom left: from Unst (non-dogleg).31

Second stage – as can be seen from Figures 8, the second stage firing finishes (and separation occurs) at
about the latitude of (or just north of) the Faroe Islands, and (again directly from the ASTOS
simulations for a 400 km orbit) at an altitude of 170 km and speed of 6.4 km/s. Impact simulation using
ASTOS results in the following estimated second stage impact positions:
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Figures 16a and 16b – map plots showing the simulated impact positions of the second stage.
Left: for a launch from N.Uist.32 Right: for a launch from The Moine.33

Figure 16c – the simulated impact position of the
second stage of a launch from Unst (non-dogleg).34

It can be seen from these figures that the impact of the second stage of a three-stage BIS NLV reference
vehicle is unsatisfactory (too near Russia), and for a launch from Unst, an impact in Alaska
unacceptable.
However it would be possible for separation to occur at the end of the coast arc instead, i.e. just before
the third stage starts firing, and this is under consideration by the study, as is a two-stage version of the
launch vehicle, which would avoid a second stage impact with its associated safety issues, as the
second/upper stage would go into orbit.
Third stage – as can be seen from Figures 6 (full launch corridor) this stage ignites at the edge of the
Arctic, but goes into orbit with the payload, so does not impact on the diagrams shown. It may well be
that, in order to avoid “space junk”, it would need to be de-orbited, but that could take place over an
ocean on command, where it would burn up on re-entry.
Further evaluation will take place during Phase 2 of the study.
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10. Evaluation of the feasible ‘dogleg’ trajectories
On reading the industry produced “SCEPTRE” report,35 the study was surprised to read on page 21 and
elsewhere, that this claimed (a) that for both The Moine and North Uist the constrained available
trajectories significantly reduced the mass that could be delivered to orbit, and that (b) from North Uist
it would not be possible to launch to Sun-synchronous orbits while meeting “FAA-AST” casualty rate
requirements.
A BIS NLV study paper presented at RISpace 2017 in Glasgow suggests that claim (a) need not be so
for the BIS NLV.36 Hence, as a follow-up, the BIS NLV study has prepared a detailed evaluation and
analysis of the dogleg trajectories described in this paper, in order to answer point (a).37
The conclusion confirms that the “cost” or penalty of using dogleg ascent trajectories to improve safety is not
significant for the BIS NLV reference vehicle.38
However it must be said that, now that an SSO launch from Unst has been evaluated, that Table 1 above reveals
that a direct (non-dogleg) ascent from there could result in 20% greater payload to orbit compared with (for
example) The Moine.

11. Other safety hazards – oilfields etc.
This paper has dealt mainly with the geographically related safety issues re launching into orbit from the
north of Scotland. However there are also other important factors as well as populated land areas to be
taken into account, such as oilfields and wind farms. For instance the map below shows the oilfields,
platforms and pipelines to the west of Shetland as they were a few years’ ago – and activity there has
since increased. By looking at the ascent trajectory shown for instance in Figure 8b, it can be seen that
launches from The Moine would pass right over this oilfield area, which might require the evacuation
during launch of all personnel from the platforms concerned. It would also increase third-party
insurance costs. This major problem could be avoided by launches from N.Uist or Unst.

Figure 17 – an
oilfield map
of the area to
the north of
Scotland and
west of
Shetland.39
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However it must be noted that even ascents from Unst (and indeed N.Uist) may be affected by lesser
oilfield hazards. Figure 18 below shows the Unst Launch Area plotted on the Figure 17 map. This
shows that, although the ground path of the ascent from Unst passes to the east of the “Northern Gas
Area” (Tobermory and Bunnehaven gas fields and projected Lyon exploration well),40 the Launch Area
includes these fields. At the time of writing, these gas discoveries are too small to exploit, but should the
Lyon Well find gas (exploration drilling scheduled for 2019), the situation could change.41 Hence,
depending on the safety rules applied, it might be necessary to add a dogleg to the Unst ascent
trajectory.

Figure 18 - The oilfield map of figure 17
marked up with the Unst Launch Area.
(Compare with figure 9c.)

Figure 19 – a smaller scale map
showing the relative location of
the Northern Gas Area.42
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What might this dogleg trajectory look like and what would be the implications? To find out, an ascent was
simulated in the same way as before, but assuming an initial bearing of due north, which would swing the launch
area plotted in figure 18 clockwise, thus leaving the Northern
Gas Area well away from the centre path, although still on the
edge of the Launch Area. Overall, the dogleg trajectory would
look like Figure 20:

Figure 20 – a dogleg trajectory from Unst, which steers clear of
the Northern Gas Area. This has initial bearing due north
followed by an anticlockwise turn during the second stageburn. (Compare with Figure 2c, the non-dogleg example)

Such a dogleg trajectory would reduce the performance of a
vehicle compared with the non-dogleg case from Unst, but it
would still be better than from The Moine or N.Uist. It is
outside the scope of this document to explore the matter further
and most of the figures in this document referring to Unst
would be very similar; but in this case, as shown in the final
column of Table 1, the total mass to orbit (less dry mass of
stage three) of 233 kg would be 18 kg less that the Unst nondogleg case, but still 24 kg (12%) more than for The Moine.

12. Summary and Conclusions
1. With the current lack of detailed UK requirements, the USA’s FAA requirements as specified in “14
CFR III, C, 420 (License to Operate a Launch Site)” provide a preliminary basis for constructing an
orbital launch safety corridor from the north of Scotland.
2. Using this standard, flight corridors have been constructed for three potential vertical launch sites in
the north of Scotland.
3. The resulting launch corridors, even in a US context, are worse case scenarios,43 and do not
necessarily apply in a UK/European context, but do provide a useful starting point for discussion.
4. Although this paper is only an introduction to the subject area, and no full safety risk analysis has yet
been carried out (not least because the UK standards have not yet been defined, although it is
understood that the safety criteria will differ 44), the three potential sites can be compared as follows:
5. Overflight Exclusion Zone: All three launch sites would in some way (through design or operation)
need to exclude the public from their “Overflight Exclusion Zone” during a launch. For each, this
includes both sea and land. (Figures 10 and 11).
6. Launch Area (i.e. first 100 nmi) - Population: The Launch Area for N.Uist just includes the far west
of the Isle of Lewis, (Figure 9a), so would either need to be reduced in area by applying Appendix B
techniques, or nullified by carrying out a risk analysis. (Although N.Uist has the advantage of launching
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Appendix – Selection of Safety Standard
A.1 Selection of standard
As noted in section 5 of this paper, it appears that as yet, unlike in the USA (see below), the UK
currently has no regulations in place to cover the licensing of a “launch site location”, instead only the
following activities are addressed:
•
•
•

launching or procuring the launch of a space object;
operating a space object;
any activity in outer space

This means that at the time of writing, at least as presented online, the UK has no equivalent of Part 420
(license to operate a launch site, including flight corridor safety considerations) of the USA’s FAA
regulations, but only the equivalent of Part 417 (safety requirements for individual launches). However
work is going on behind the scenes as preparations for launching from the UK by 2020 proceed.
Interestingly, the following slide shown at a “Launch UK Roadshow” in November 2017,45 indicates
that the UK appears to be adopting a different licensing strategy to the US, in that the functions and
licensing of ‘Spaceport Operators’ and “Range control service providers” (in subsequent slides the latter
called “Range Operators”) are going to be separate, but it is not clear which would be responsible for
demonstrating that a “launch vehicle can be flown from the launch point safely.” (To use the FAA
phrase.)

Figure 21 – part of the slide showing that the UK’s intention is to licence Spaceport Operators and Range
control service providers/Range operators separately.

A.2 Meanwhile, what standards are applicable in the UK?
Licensing the limited activities listed by the bullet points above, are covered by the UKSA’s “Outer
Space Act 1986 Licence Application Form: January 2017”, and the “Revised Guidance for Applicants
Outer Space Act 1986” both available online.46 The latter addresses safety requirements in several
places, and Annex A includes:
“The criteria by which the applicant’s responses are judged are derived principally from the following
standards:” It then lists 28 standards, of which the first three concern safety:
1. ISO 14620-1:2002, “Space systems — Safety requirements — Part 1: System safety”, 2002.
2. ISO 14620-2:2000, “Space systems -- Safety requirements -- Part 2: Launch site operations”, 2000.
3. ISO 14620-3:2005, “Space systems -- Safety requirements -- Part 3: Flight safety systems”, 2005.
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As suggested by the title, Part 1 of ISO 14620 considers system safety in general terms, and as noted in
the introductory scope clause “defines the safety programme and the technical safety requirements”. It
specifies matters from an organisational and administrative point of view, in particular the requirements
applicable to “project suppliers” with a top-down view of a safety programme (establishing a safety
management system), safety engineering (management of hazard and risk reduction processes,), safety
analysis requirements and techniques, safety verification, operational safety (including flight operations and
mission control, launcher operations, hazard analysis).
However this tends to be in the most general of terms, listing what has to be done rather than defining how it

should be done, with little in the way of technical requirements. For instance under 8.3.5 “Launch and
landing site requirements”, it simply states “a) Launch site operations shall be subject to hazard
analysis”, without specifying how that analysis should be carried out, although section 1.2 of the Annex
to the Revised Guidance (Questions applicable to launch only activities) does ask how the various criteria
have been met.
Part 2 on launch site operations is a shorter document (16 rather than 42 pages), the main four sections
covering ‘Operator’s safety responsibilities’, ‘Launch safety requirements’, ‘Launch safety process’ and
‘Safety documentation’, but is almost entirely concerned with the launch process. The only exceptions
appear to be clauses 5.6.4 and 5.6.6:
5.6.4 To control safety risks, either the flight safety operator of the concerned launch site shall have delegated
authority or a flight termination system (see ISO 14620-3) shall be programmed on board and approved by the
flight safety operator in order to interrupt the flight of a launch vehicle during the launch phase when it no longer
complies with forecasts and before it becomes hazardous for populations on the ground.
5.6.6 The launch vehicle and any jettisoned component parts shall not impact the land or territorial waters of
a country other than the launch site country, unless such an extraterritorial impact, or the possibility thereof, has
been agreed to in advance by the respective nations involved. Such an agreement should clearly describe issues
such as financial compensation, responsibility for recovery of items, means of notification, and responsibility for
mitigation of long-term effects.

Part 3, on Flight safety systems, is even shorter. Unfortunately, except for the five page non-substantive
preview, the author of this paper has not been able to view a copy, but the ISO organisation’s online
description47 states it “sets out the minimum requirements for Flight Safety Systems, including flight
termination systems (externally controlled system or on-board automatic system)”, and so it seems clear
that this again it would be little help in defining flight corridors requirements.
USA regulations
In Britain, the UKSA and CAA regulatory approach includes the statement “Will use existing
requirements/standards and guidance material where available and applicable”.48 Hence it seems
reasonable for this paper to use the standard produced by the USA’s FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration, the equivalent of the UK’s CAA). This standard is available free online via the
Electronic Code of Federal Regulations (e-CFR), Title 14 (Aeronautics and Space) > Chapter III >
Subchapter C.49
There are two relevant parts to the FAA requirements concerning orbital launch safety. Part 417
(Launch Safety) is concerned with the aspects each individual launch (and so Launch Operator) must
comply with, whereas Part 420 (License To Operate a Launch Site) is more general, specifying for
instance the launch corridor requirements that a range (and hence Site Operator) must meet.
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Hence, as this paper concerns overall feasibility, Part 420 “License to Operate a Launch Site” has been
used, because it includes that (in the USA) “To gain approval for a launch site location, an applicant shall
demonstrate that for each launch point proposed for the launch site, at least one type of expendable or reusable
launch vehicle can be flown from the launch point safely.”

Although this is not directly applicable in Europe, it is comprehensive, based on many years of
experience and readily available online. In addition, it is noted that the Launch Safety Analysis feature
of the ESA funded ASTOS software50 uses the Flight Corridor and Launcher Class definitions from the
FAA work, and indeed page 6.3.2 of the ASTOS “Model Reference” reproduces figure A-2 from
Appendix A of 14 CFR III, C, 420, and so has some European “heritage”.
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Executive Summary
Developing a UK site for satellite launch will require down-selecting to one or more specific location(s)
before detailed design and construction work can start. This report supports the selection process by
analysing the different possible locations with a trade-off covering all relevant criteria.
Given that launch vehicles cannot overfly populated areas, and considering the geography of the UK and
its surroundings, together with the physics of spaceflight, it is clear that a UK launch site would have to
be at a coastal location in northern Scotland, either on the mainland or an island.
This report considers a number of important criteria:
Site geography: What coastal sites are available with a large enough area of relatively flat land to
host a launch site?
Accessible orbits: Which orbits could be accessed from each site, considering orbital mechanics
and safety aspects?
Population: Who would be impacted by the launch site? We consider population resident within
the launch site itself, who would have to be moved, and people in the wider area who could suffer
occasional disruption.
Environmental considerations: The north of Scotland is home to many wonderful plants, animals
and birds, some of which are rare, endangered or vulnerable. We consider whether launch sites
may affect protected areas including Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs).
Access and infrastructure: Accessibility issues considered include such as transport of the launch
vehicle, payload and personnel by road, sea and air. We also look at infrastructure matters such
as the availability of electricity and water at the sites, and the local amenities which could support
a launch campaign.
Weather: The north of Scotland can be windy and wet. Could the conditions have an impact on
the viability of a launch site?
Development potential: How desirable is it to locating a spaceport in different areas for economic
development reasons, including the local political aspects?
The report brings together all of these aspects to perform a Trade-off analysis and SWOT analysis.
Conclusions drawn about the most promising sites include:
The Shetland Isles has the best orbital access, but the remote site means it is logistically the
most challenging.
The Moine peninsula is a large uninhabited area on the north coast of the UK mainland. It has
advantages in terms of logistics, but the populations downrange in the Faeroes and Iceland
constrain the available trajectories and reduce the mass that can be delivered to orbit.
Scolpaig on North Uist could benefit from MOD Hebrides range infrastructure, but has challenges
regarding obtaining regulatory approval for launch to Sun-Synchronous Orbits.
Other sites could be considered, including the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, mainland sites such
as Totegan, Durness or Cape Wrath, or a site in the Orkney Isles. Although these each have their
advantages, none appear so favourable as the first three.
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Figure 1: Example launch sites

The objective of looking at a large number of sites is to show how the different criteria vary along the
coast. While this is relatively straightforward for “continuous” quantities like mass to orbit, it is, of
course, more challenging for discrete ones like environmental impact and development potential.
However, the exercise as a whole forms a picture of various strengths and issues that is likely to be
important in those considering development of any such site.
Horizontal launch facilities were outlined by the 2013 Space CITI study [RD-1], and other work has
identified a number of plausible sites in the UK. We note that collocation of vertical launch facilities with
those required for horizontal launch and suborbital flight could reduce total costs, for example through
sharing of facilities, etc. However, none of these sites are suitably positioned for vertical launch, and
there are very few existing long runways in areas suitable for vertical launch, so the compromise
between two quite different sets of requirements outweighs any benefits of a collocated site. (Ness and
Aird Uig are both around 30 miles from Stornoway, which has been discussed as a potential location for a
horizontal launch facility.)
The remainder of this document proceeds as follows:
The different example sites are introduced in a little more detail in this section.
Section 4 considers physical and geological aspects of the potential sites: the area available, and
the ability to build a launch site there in terms of load bearing capability and terrain.
Section 5 discusses the orbits which could be accessed from each site, considering orbital
mechanics and safety aspects.
Section 6 discusses the population at different distances from the sites.
Section 7 investigates environmental considerations.
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Section 8 looks at access and infrastructure issues such as transport by road, sea and air,
electricity and water.
Section 9 discusses weather issues.
Section 10 assesses the desirability of locating a spaceport in different areas for economic
development reasons, including the local political aspects.
Sections 11 and 12 bring all of the different aspects together with trade-off and SWOT analyses.
Finally Section 13 reports our conclusions.

3.1. Outer Hebrides
Three sites are considered on the Hebrides. The first is Scolpaig / Hosta, on North Uist, close to the MOD
Hebrides range operated by QinetiQ on South Uist, the only site in the UK which has recently hosted a
(sub-orbital) launch. This site is included in order to assess the benefits that could be gained by making
use of the existing facilities, but has the disadvantage that launches must be in a rather more westerly
direction than might be preferred. (The MOD range itself is even more restricted for launch direction,
being on a west-facing coast and directly south of the town of Balivanich on Benbecula.) The MOD range
has some capabilities relevant to managing launch operations, e.g. radars, antennae for telemetry, a
control room for airspace management, etc., Although the existing facilities are not sufficient to operate
space launch without significant additional investment, we discuss in [TN-02] how they could be used to
support vertical launch from Scotland, considering both sites local to the Hebrides range and ones further
afield.
Two other sites in the Hebrides are considered, on the north coast of Lewis and Harris. Any site on this
coast has the advantage of access to more northerly directions than Scolpaig, but is not so conveniently
located for the existing facilities. Sites at the western and eastern ends of the north-facing coast, Aird Uig
and Ness (close to Butt of Lewis lighthouse) respectively, are considered. Aird Uig is sparsely populated
but not well connected, while Ness is better connected but with more people in the area.

3.2. Mainland Scotland
The first points encountered looking to the east of the Hebrides are further south on the coast of
Scotland, in the Ross and Cromarty area. Plausible launch sites here include the Stirkhill peninsula north
of Gairloch and the Stoer peninsula.
Going further north-east around the coast one comes to Cape Wrath, the most north-westerly point in
the mainland UK, which is currently used by MOD as a live firing range. Continuing along the north coast,
sites include Durness, Moine peninsula (to the west of the crofting settlement of Melness), Totegan and
Dounreay, before the northerly direction is blocked by the presence of the Orkney islands.
The potential for the development of the Moine peninsula site near to the villages of Tongue and Melness
has been viewed positively by a number of major launch service providers. The availability of a sizeable
land mass that is not populated is scarce in the north of Scotland. When this is supported by the available
engineering labour of over 1,000 staff at the nearby Dounreay facility and its supporting supply chain it
reinforces the desire to investigate this site with interest.
It should be noted that we use the name Dounreay as it is a relatively well known landmark on the north
coast, rather than because we propose collocating the launch site with the nuclear facility. If the general
area is found to be promising, one could consider how close to the nuclear site it would be desirable to
build a launch site, trading off accessibility and availability of technically competent staff as the
decommissioning process (which will run until the late 2020s) winds down against the obvious safety
issues.
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3.3. Orkneys and Shetland
Both of these island groups have been settled for millennia, and are rather more densely populated than
the mainland. One could consider a number of sites in both island groups, trading off between easier
access to the major islands and more isolation on the smaller islands. Although there are uninhabited
islands in both groups, none are sufficiently large with a north-facing aspect to be used.
In the Orkneys we considered between Birsay on Mainland and a smaller island. Given the heavily
populated nature of Mainland we have selected the northernmost point of the small island of Papa
Westray. This would still require around 15 buildings and the airstrip to be evacuated during launches but
offers the smallest footprint of all of the islands.
In the Shetlands we likewise considered sites on Mainland, which is relatively well connected due to the
Sullom Voe oil terminal, Gloup on Yell, and Saxa Vord on Unst, eventually picking the last one as our
representative site for the Shetlands. Saxa Vord was the site of a RAF Remote Radar Head until 2006,
some redevelopment of the site has taken place including conversion of the accommodation into the
“Saxa Vord Resort”, a natural and cultural heritage activity centre.
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4. SITE GEOGRAPHY
Taking the “best” possible launch site in the selected geographical regions,
We can compare the usefulness of the selected sites as a launch site on several grounds:
Ground composition, load bearing capability and flatness (considering elevations, lakes, etc.)
The area available, including ability to accommodate multiple SLCs.

4.1. Launch site area and layout requirements
The area and layout requirements of a launch site have been considered in detail in [RD-2], and are
summarised below.
A number of requirements must be taken in to account when developing the plans and layouts for a new
launch site. Most of the driving requirements are related to safety, i.e. assuring that all operations
proposed at the launch site can be conducted safely whilst not endangering the general public and/or
persons authorised to work on and within the site. As would be expected, conventional space launch
vehicles, such as those being considered here, are extremely energetic in nature. Hence the impacts of
any accidental explosive events can be extremely high, driving launch sites to be located in remote areas
with large distances required between the vehicles and the nearest populations, as well as between
elements (e.g. propellants) which could cause explosion or other hazards to people if they ignite
unintentionally or are unintentionally allowed to come together. In addition there are requirements to
have limited or no human population present underneath the nominal flight trajectories; this is essentially
why the only possible location for a UK launch site is a northern coastal site (serving northerly
trajectories) as any other site would likely overfly populated areas during normal and nominal flight
operations.

4.1.1. Source of requirements
The main source of requirements is the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), who have authored
Chapter III, “Commercial Space Transportation”, under Title 14 (Aeronautics & Space) of the US CFR. The
requirements are available readily and fully on line, within the US ‘e-CFR’ site. The regulation of a UK
launch site is still to be addressed by the government, but our study assumes (based on interactions with
the relevant UK regulatory bodies) that FAA regulations will at least form the basis of future UK
legislation. The UK and US governments have signed a Memorandum of Cooperation specifically to
progress this topic, also encompassing establishing the regulation and operation of Space Planes
(horizontally launched orbital and sub-orbital systems). In addition, it should be noted that launch sites
outside of the US where US built/supplied launch vehicle systems are intended to be operated must
obtain an approval from the FAA. This clearly applies here as the most likely vehicles and systems to be
operated from the UK site, should it be successfully established, are from the US (including the reference
vehicle considered in the present study, Firefly Alpha).
Considering the points above it seems logical to use the FAA regulations related to this topic as the
baseline.
The most relevant sections/parts to this analysis are:
Part 415: Launch License
Part 417: Launch Safety
Part 420: License to operate a Launch Site
Existing UK regulations are also considered, for example aspects relating to the storage of hazardous
substances at the site must also meet the UK Health and Safety Executive’s Control of Major Accident
Hazards (COMAH) regulations.
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4.1.2. Driving requirements
Assuming that the broad launch site location and corresponding flight trajectories have been set in
accordance with relevant regulations, the driving requirements for the definition of site layouts,
boundaries etc. are the following:

4.1.2.1. Launch Site Boundary: Reg #420.21
The regulation states that:
a) The distance from any proposed launch point to the closest launch site boundary must be at least
as great as the debris dispersion radius of the largest launch vehicle type and weight class
proposed for the launch point.
b) For a launch site supporting any expendable launch vehicle, an applicant shall use the largest
distance provided by table 1 for the type and weight class of any launch vehicle proposed for the
launch point [2225 m for the smallest class of launcher].
c)

For a launch site supporting any reusable launch vehicle, an applicant shall determine the debris
dispersion radius that represents the maximum distance from a launch point that debris travels
given a worst-case launch vehicle failure in the launch area. An applicant must clearly and
convincingly demonstrate the validity of its proposed debris dispersion radius.

The minimum site boundary to be established and enforced for the “small” class of launch vehicle is
specified in table 1 of the regulation to be 2225 m (7300 ft).1 This number is defined as the minimum
distance from the launch point (of any vehicle to be operated) to the point where any people can be
present during a launch operation. The required distances for medium and medium-large vehicles are
2835 m and 3230 m respectively, though there is no proposal to launch such a vehicle from the UK.

4.1.2.2. Regulation defining distance between propellant storage facilities etc.
The launch site must be large enough to incorporate all the necessary facilities, structures, utility
connections, safety separation zones in order to support the launch. A 0.23 mile (1200ft, 366m) radius
from launch point is needed to meet QD (Qualification Distance) for full methane vehicles.

4.1.3. Derived layout
The launch site, which must extend at least 2.25 km from the launch pad, must be cleared of all people
during the launch window. Most of the facilities used in the preceding weeks to prepare for launch will be
within this distance, including the vehicle assembly building and propellant storage facilities. There are
also requirements on the distance that some facilities must be from each other: 155 m for propellants
like RP-1 and LOX, and 380 m for “hazardous propellants” such as hydrazine 2.
Taking into account the FAA regulations, defining dimensions and also the existing launch complex
designs to be found at other launch sites, the following initial launch complex dimensions have been set:
Launch Site Boundary: 4500 m diameter
Driven by FAA safety regulation. All population (staff and public) would need to retreat to outside
this perimeter for the duration of the launch window.
Launch Complex Perimeter (Boundary Fence): 800 m diameter
Driven by hazardous propellant (hydrazine) storage distance requirement (distance from storage
point to nearest manned facilities) and QD for methane vehicles. A perimeter fence would be
expected to be erected at this dimension/distance, and members of the public would not be
admitted inside this area. Authorised personnel would be allowed to operate within this
perimeter, with some likely restricted areas within this boundary during particularly hazardous
activities.
1

We discuss in [TN-06] the possibility of creating a new “micro” launcher class, as the “small” class includes launch
vehicles much larger than those being considered for the UK. However, while this change would be important for flight
safety, it would make relatively little difference to the site requirements and so it is not considered here.
2
Hydrazine is a satellite propellant, not a launch vehicle propellant. It would need to be stored and handled at the
launch site as the satellite is fuelled shortly before launch.
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Launch Complex Access/perimeter Road: 300 m diameter
Driven by propellant storage/separation distances and required maximum proximity of people to
a fuelled launch vehicle. The assembly and integration building is located just outside this
boundary.
Figure 2 shows a 3D view of an initial potential layout, with all major facilities, installations and distances
included to scale. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show plan views of the initial site layout.

Figure 2: 3D View of provisional launch complex layout with key features identified, from [RD-2]

Figure 3: Launch complex and launch site boundary dimensions, from [RD-2]
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Figure 4: Launch complex overall dimensions, from [RD-2]

To provide an example of scale, Figure 5 shows such a launch site layout accommodated in the Moine
site. The peninsula can easily accommodate the overall required dimensions of a launch site as defined
by the various safety regulations and requirements. It should be noted that at this stage, the placement
of the site is arbitrary and does not take account of any existing features, topography, etc. in the area.

Figure 5: Launch complex and launch site boundary dimensions to scale at Moine, from [RD-2]
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In Figure 6 in can be seen that multiple launch complexes could be accommodated in the area (again
subject to further analysis of topology, etc.). Figure 6 assumes that all launch complexes can operate
simultaneously (i.e. have people on site) without interfering with each other.3 In practice, it is unlikely
that any complex would be manned during a launch from any complex; with this assumption more
complexes could be accommodated on the peninsula as the launch site boundaries could overlap. This is
common practice in other launch sites, for example SLC-40 and SLC-41 at Cape Canaveral AFS are only
2.5 km apart.

Figure 6: Multiple launch complexes boundaries to scale at Moine, from [RD-2]

3

There is a minor exception to this statement: When a launch is occurring at the southernmost complex people would
not be allowed to be at the other two, as the launch vehicle would overfly them. This restriction would only apply for a
few hours during each launch campaign.
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5. ACCESSIBLE ORBITS
For any launch site, the most important questions are which orbits are accessible, and what payload
mass can be delivered to orbit, taking into account all of the constraints such as the need to protect the
general public. These questions are assessed in detail in [TN-01].
If there were no constraints on the trajectory, then for any given launcher this mass would only depend
on how far the launch site is from the equator. Sites closer to the equator are better for low-inclination
prograde orbits (those which launch to the east, whose ground track moves in an easterly direction) as
the Earth’s rotation contributes positively to the satellite speed meaning that more mass can be delivered
to orbit. For retrograde (west-going orbits) the opposite is true: the launcher must cancel out the Earth’s
rotational speed so being close to the equator is undesirable.
The relatively northerly location means that the UK’s competitive advantage is in launches to high
inclination orbits, including the commercially-interesting near-polar and Sun-synchronous orbits. The
distance between the different sites is small, and so the mass that can be delivered to any given orbit
would vary by less than 1% (for either polar or SSO) between the different sites.
However, there are significant constraints on the trajectory which can be flown, mainly driven by safety
concerns. A launcher generally cannot overfly populated areas, and the trajectory must be such that the
risk to people is very low even in the event of launch failure. Launching from the coast over the ocean
assures the safety of people “behind” the launch site, but there are a number of inhabited islands to the
north of the UK which must be considered.
As an example, Figure 7 shows the ground track of the launcher instantaneous impact points (yellow) for
launch directly to SSO from Scolpaig and Polar orbit from Saxa Vord. Populated areas are indicated by
yellow circles. The red and green lines show the left and right boundaries of the “flight corridor”, the area
where debris could fall in the event of a launch going off track before being terminated by the flight
safety system.

Figure 7: Launch trajectories and flight corridors: SSO from Scolpaig (left), Polar from Saxa Vord (right)

The populated areas which must be considered include the Faroe Islands (which have a population of
50,000), Iceland (population 330,000), Greenland, Jan Mayen and Svalbard. For launches from Scolpaig,
the trajectory passes quite close to Lewis and Harris (population 20,000).
In order to ensure the safety of these populations, some launch trajectories require the LV to perform a
“dog-leg” manoeuvre, effectively flying around the population. Any manoeuvre reduces the payload that
can be placed in a given orbit. Consequently, launch sites that require significant manoeuvres will be
compromised in terms of the maximum mass of satellites that can be launched in to the most desired
orbits. Sites which offer direct trajectories (without manoeuvres) therefore offer maximum market access
potential. Figure 8 shows the payload mass which can be delivered to two different orbits by the Firefly
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
HIE undertook an analysis of a range of potential sites for launch facilities. This study was desk based
and referenced data from Scottish Natural Heritage. This can be accessed by the public from SNH’s
website [RD-3].
This section discusses the general issues that sites will face in dealing with designations and the potential
practical effects of the designations on each of the sites. It posits an approach to suggest an approximate
cost in attempting to achieve planning permission where such sites are present and potential mitigation
strategies and costs. Due to the variety of designations across the locations there will inevitably be a
wide number of assumptions that are built into this approach. We believe that this current approach will
at least provide a “level playing field” in the initial consideration of the main sites.

7.1. Designations
Designations for environmental issues cover a range of possible issues. They show protected areas and
cover designations such as:

7.1.1. International Designations
7.1.1.1. Sites of Special Scientific Interest
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) are those areas of land and water (to the seaward limits of local
authority areas) that Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) considers to best represent our natural heritage its diversity of plants, animals and habitats, rocks and landforms, or a combinations of such natural
features. They are the essential building blocks of Scotland's protected areas for nature conservation.
Many are also designated as Natura sites (Special Protection Areas or Special Areas of Conservation).
The national network of SSSIs in Scotland forms part of the wider GB series. SNH designates SSSIs
under the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004. SSSIs are protected by law. It is an offence for any
person to intentionally or recklessly damage the protected natural features of an SSSI.

7.1.1.2. Natura sites and the Habitats and Birds Directives
7.1.1.2.1. Natura sites
Scotland is home to many wonderful plants, animals and birds - some rare, endangered or vulnerable. By
caring for these and other species, we can make an important contribution to conserving the world's
biodiversity. Natura sites represent the very best of Scotland's nature. Natura is the term given to Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs). These internationally important sites
are designated under two of the most influential pieces of European legislation relating to nature
conservation, the Habitats and Birds Directives.
7.1.1.2.2. The Birds Directive
Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the conservation of wild birds,
commonly known as the Birds Directive, protects all wild birds, their nests, eggs and habitats within the
European Community. It gives member states of the European Union the power and responsibility to
classify Special Protection Areas (SPAs) to protect birds which are rare or vulnerable in Europe, as well as
all migratory birds which are regular visitors. The 2009 Directive is the consolidated (or 'codified')
version of Council Directive 79/409/EEC which originally came into force in 1979 and was amended many
times before being replaced by the current version.
7.1.1.2.3. The Habitats Directive
Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora was
adopted in 1992 and is commonly known as the Habitats Directive. It complements and amends the Birds
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7.3. Practical effects of designations
The main principle that should be considered in terms of general approaches to possible changes to the
landscape is that it may not be necessary to preserve the landscape in its current form. It should be
accepted that the capacity of landscapes to accommodate new land uses and development varies from
place to place. We need to ensure that wherever possible, change results in landscapes that are at least
as good as they are today and make the most of the benefits they provide.
Where Natura sites are located they are given special protection by the Habitats Regulations. The
Habitats Regulations ensure that any plan or project that may damage a Natura site - for example, a
proposed development or an activity requiring a license - is first assessed and can only go ahead if
certain strict conditions are met. This procedure is known as Habitats Regulations Appraisal, part of which
is called 'appropriate assessment'. SACs and SPAs have a high level of protection because they are
designated for habitats and species of European importance, but this does not mean that proposals are
always turned down. In fact, most developments and activities which affect Natura sites can be modified
so that they do not conflict with the special interest of these protected areas.
Through the Habitats Directive, the European Union places certain obligations on Member States. Where
Natura sites are concerned, these include avoiding deterioration of their qualifying habitats, and
significant disturbance to their qualifying species. As such, we would want to conserve the special nature
of these protected areas. In particular, any organisation or body that proposes to authorise a proposal or
give consent to an activity that may affect a Natura site must first carry out an appraisal under the
Habitats Regulations. These 'competent authorities' include Scottish Ministers, local authorities, Scottish
Environmental Protection Agency, the Forestry Commission, Scottish Natural Heritage, and many others.
An appropriate assessment (AA) is part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) process. It is
required when a plan or project potentially affecting a Natura site. An AA should specifically provide, and
analyse sufficient information to allow a competent authority to ascertain whether the plan or project will
not adversely affect the site's integrity. An AA can be broken down into two distinct phases:
1. A scientific appraisal of all the likely significant effects of the plan or project on the relevant
qualifying interests of a Natura site.
2. A decision-making process based on this scientific appraisal; i.e. coming to a conclusion regarding
the integrity of a Natura site.
Determining whether a plan or project will not have an adverse effect on site integrity will always be a
matter for scientific judgment. However, an appropriate assessment should exclusively focus on the
qualifying interests of the Natura site, and it must consider any impacts on the conservation objectives of
those qualifying interests. It should also be based on, and supported by evidence that is capable of
standing up to scientific scrutiny. EC guidance states that without proper reasoning the assessment does
not fulfil its purpose, and cannot be considered 'appropriate'.
In situations where there may be a hierarchy of consents and / or assessments, competent authorities
may need to revise or update their HRA to take into account recent developments, changes or
information. This helps ensure that potential effects on Natura sites are assessed at every relevant stage
of a procedure, to the extent possible.
There is a clear requirement for proof of the negative before a plan or project can be consented to, (that
is, ascertaining that there will be no adverse effect on site integrity). This reflects the degree to which the
precautionary principle is written into law via the Habitats Regulations.
Mitigation which is an integral part of a plan or project, and which minimises or cancels the identified
negative effects of a plan or project, can be used in an AA to ascertain no adverse effects on site
integrity. A competent authority may also set up a legally enforceable framework (e.g. conditions) to
ensure no adverse effect on Natura site integrity. For clarification, 'mitigation' and 'compensatory
measures' are quite different in the HRA procedure, and should not be confused.
It should be noted that there are no hard and fast rules about what constitutes a possible adverse effect
on site integrity. Each case should always be judged on its own merits, although existing and future test
cases can provide some help in interpreting the legislation.
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Ultimately competent authorities, subject to limited exceptions must not authorise a plan or project
unless, by means of the appropriate assessment they can ascertain that the plan or project concerned
will not adversely affect the integrity of a Natura site. It should be noted that the regulations do not
require the site to be specifically based in a Natura site but simply that it may impact on it, so that
proximity to a Natura site may also require an appropriate assessment.
Thus we would expect an appropriate assessment to be required for any of the sites considered.

7.4. Costs of preparation of Environmental considerations
Each site will have a range of issues (as identified in table 1 above). Guidance from SNH suggests a 13
step approach to complying with the regulations. These steps include confirmation of effects on European
site (e.g. SSSI, SAC and SPA), provide the evidence base for the appraisal, screening of the proposal (to
see if further effects might require more investigation), then comes the “appropriate assessment”
followed by a final element of consultations and how amendments and mitigation can help maintain the
integrity of the site.
It should be noted that in the case of the sites listed SNH has a role in advising the local planning
authorities and the applicant of issues and possible mitigation for each project. The respective authorities
are CnES (Western Isles Council), Highland Council, Orkney Islands Council and Shetland Islands Council.
The provision of an Environmental Statement will address the need for the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA). This will address the issues raised in the appropriate assessment.
The following principles are relevant to the EIA:
the developer of any development likely to have significant effects on the environment must
compile detailed information about the likely main environmental effects. To help the developer,
certain bodies which have relevant environmental information must make that information
available to the developer.
the environmental statement (and the application for consent to which it relates) must be
publicised and made available to the public. Public bodies with relevant environmental
responsibilities and the public in general must be given the opportunity to give their views about
the proposed development and the environmental statement. In those cases where a
development can have an impact on another Member State, that Member State should also be
consulted.
the environmental statement, together with any other information, comments and
representations made on it, must be taken into account by the relevant planning authority in
deciding whether or not to give consent for the development. The public must be informed of the
decision and the main reasons for it.
Research on EIAs carried out suggest that the average cost of an EIA is around £62,000, representing
approximately 1% of project development, and that the process can take around 12 months, although
both of these quantities are likely to be higher in this case given the novelty of the process. These costs
are mostly from hiring specialist consultants and the developer’s own time.
It would be expected that firm quotes could be obtained after further discussions with the relevant
authorities. It could also be the case that the work is broken down into two stages (scoping and
preparation of the assessment). This allows consultants to submit a fixed price for their input into the
scoping report which will then provide detailed data about the site and the project to allow quotations to
be submitted for the preparation of the environmental assessment and the environmental statement. It is
expected that there would also be some unforeseen costs that could occur as the work develops (on all of
the sites above the presence of specific species of birds using the selected sites could generate further
investigation). Further costs may be incurred in future monitoring and mitigation.
By comparison with similarly sized projects, a figure of £100k to £400k might be assumed for the work
required to prepare the necessary environmental documentation and process. It could be assumed that
between 12 to 18 months should be set aside to have this delivered. Given the variety of designations
and the flexibility of approach needed we would conclude that it would not be wise to attempt at this
point to differentiate the costs between each site.
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7.5. Mitigation and Enhancement
Once environmental impacts have been assessed the developer of the site would want to consider
appropriate mitigation measures or enhancements. SNH can advise developers of measures that can
avoid, reduce or compensate effects on the natural heritage and opportunities for enhancement. Given
that this is part of the Environmental Statement developers should consider this and the effectiveness of
the measures will be judged by SNH.
One of the main purposes of the EIA is to ensure that potentially significant environmental effects of
proposed projects are avoided or reduced as far as possible or practicable. This can be achieved by many
different measures which might include:
locating the project so as not to affect environmentally sensitive locations;
using construction, operation and restoration methods or processes which reduce environmental
effects;
designing the whole project carefully to avoid or minimise environmental impacts;
introducing specific measures into the project design, construction, decommissioning and
restoration that will reduce or compensate for adverse effects.
In the EIA process it will be necessary to consider four distinct treatments of the project and its
environmental effects as follows:
Avoidance
Reduction
Remedy / Compensation
Enhancement / Net Benefit.
Developers are entitled to include environmental enhancement in their Environmental Statement. Whilst
most Environmental Statements tend to focus on mitigation, developers may perceive an opportunity to
help to persuade a Competent Authority to grant consent by offering some form of enhancement, to tip
the balance in favour of the project.
Generally, SNH would promote a sustainable approach and give priority to:
firstly avoiding adverse impacts on the natural heritage; then
reducing unavoidable adverse effects on the natural heritage; then
compensating for the adverse effects that cannot be further reduced; and
in parallel with this prioritised approach to mitigation, encouraging opportunities to enhance the
natural heritage
Given each of the sites, the mitigation required will be dependent on further investigation of the
designations and specific location and species. It is possible that investigations could reveal that no, or
virtually no, adverse effect impact on the natural heritage. An important aspect will be the clarity
required regarding the impacts of general construction work: utilities, roads, buildings, etc.
The public perception of the effects on the environment (including sound and other impacts) of a launch
site will also be an important consideration. Current perception may be coloured by sites such as Cape
Canaveral which have a much heavier footprint than we are considering here. We believe that when the
impact is more widely known mitigation is less likely to be required.
Some measures may be required to help temporarily move birds and other wildlife immediately prior to
launch. As an example, while there is a clear imperative to ensure that there is no human presence
within a safety zones it might be helpful to establish measures to ensure that if particular species are
required to be temporarily moved from the safety zone, a suitable migration plan should be put in place.
It should be noted that this measure has not been required at other launch sites elsewhere in the world.
Thought should be given to enhancements that might be appropriate. Launch sites can themselves be
seen as helping to protect and preserve natural habitats. It would be appropriate to draw on other
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examples of how other launch sites had been advantageous to fauna and how good practises might be
used in Scotland. These might include further education of the natural heritage of the area and how this
is being sustained or enhanced.

7.1. Summary
As Table 8 demonstrates, there are a number of environmental concerns that vary from site to site. The
specific detail of each designation is available from the SNH website mentioned above and further detail
can be obtained from SNH. We would recommend that if further detailed investigation is required contact
is made with SNH.
The variety of designations from the five main sites would suggest that all would require some
considerable work in terms of the investigation and development of an Environmental Statement and an
Environmental Impact Assessment. Cost will vary but an estimate of between £100k and £400k has been
made with an elapsed time of around 12-18 months.
As projects are taken forward the environmental costs and possible enhancements will become clearer.
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8. ACCESS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
8.1. Access: Road, air, sea and rail
Accessibility of the sites considers transport of both people and goods, and includes travel by road, air,
sea and rail. Typically, equipment will be transported by sea and then road, and personnel by air or
railway and then road, as indicated in Figure 9. The objective in this section is to create a relative
measure of the difficulty of site access for people and goods. We start by looking at the practicalities of
each means of transport individually, and then combine for to measure the overall convenience of access.

Figure 9: Summary of transport means to the launch site for cargo and personnel

An imported launch vehicle will be shipped from its country of origin to the UK, and probably then
transported by road to the launch site. The Firefly Alpha was designed to be transportable in shipping
containers (mostly standard 40’ containers, though the first stage required a somewhat bigger 50’
container) which can be transported by HGV. Some of the roads in remoter regions of Scotland are
single track, narrow or have steep hills and sharp bends, so the ability of the roads to handle shipping
containers (or cost of required upgrades if not) is considered, although in fact in all cases the major local
roads are either already adequate or will be following already-planned upgrades.
Other goods and cargo which need to be transported include the payload, ground support equipment, and
propellants. The last one drives the sizing case for the road infrastructure, as it is expected to require a
44 tonne, 6 axle tanker, which is the heaviest vehicle considered.
Table 9 shows a measure of how well each site is served by different long-distance means of transport.
For cargo transport, the score measures how far the different sites are from railways and ports, as well
as the capability of the port. For personnel transport, they measure similarly for airports, rail stations and
(for island sites) ferry ports, together with a measure of how well they are connected to major transport
hubs (e.g. international airports). It is assumed that people are more time-sensitive than cargo, and so
distance is counted more significantly in the personnel columns than the cargo ones.
Sea transport is most important for the island sites (where it includes both links from the UK mainland to
the island and shipping the launcher from the US) but is mentioned for mainland sites as well.
Conversely, rail transport is mostly relevant for mainland sites (and probably only for personnel as it is
unlikely that that cargo will be shipped by rail and then transferred to road).
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9. WEATHER
Weather conditions can play a major part in determining the success of any launch site. When
considering any site, it is important to understand how often the weather conditions would be suitable for
launch. A UK site would hardly be unique in having challenging weather conditions, and in many ways
has less problems than the hurricanes of the US east coast or the extreme low temperatures of central
Asia.
Within the SCEPTRE project, the Met Office was given a small subcontract to provide historical weather
data for the regions considered and produce analysis of when and how often the weather conditions are
met: the number of days per month for each month of the year when weather conditions would be
suitable for launch. A significant data relevant data set is available and has been analysed with these
criteria in mind in order to determine the likely number of days (and/or windows within a day) in each
month when launches would be possible. This analysis is presented in Appendix D of the Commercial
Report [TN-03].
The Met Office analysis was based on the Firefly Alpha’s weather related launch go/no go criteria. These
criteria are very similar to those used by other launch vehicles, with many requirements being specified
by the US FAA, so they are likely to be broadly applicable to any vehicle launched from the UK.
The network of measuring sites is sparse in northern Scotland, and so the analysis of existing data sets
does not allow different nearby sites to be compared. Met Office analysed two representative areas: one
on the mainland (Melness, close to Moine) and one in the Orkney Islands (Kirkwall).
For the mainland locations, it can be said that:
When wind shear is not considered, up to 85% of days across any year could theoretically
support a launch.
With wind shear is considered, this could fall to as low as 28%.
With wind shear considered, it is unlikely that any more than one or two launches could take
place in the worst winter months of December, January and/or February.
Weather availability would be best in the summer months of June to August.
For Kirkwall (Orkney) and nearby locations, it can be said that:
When wind shear is not considered, up to 82% of days across any year could theoretically
support a launch (this is only 3% worse than Melness).
With wind shear is considered, this falls to 28%, the same as Melness.
With wind shear considered, it is unlikely that any more than one or two launches could take
place in the worst winter months of December, January and/or February.
Weather availability would be best in the summer months of June to August.
The wind shear is quite driving for the availability. Unfortunately there is only one data source for wind
shear in the area, the radiosonde site at Lerwick in the Shetland Isles, so it not possible to say whether
wind shear is more or less limiting at different sites.
Using the scoring approach defined in Table 35, all sites score 2 for availability and 7 for variability.
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10. DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
A launch site would be a significant contributor to the regional economic development not only of the
area where it is located, but also to other parts of Scotland and the rest of the United Kingdom. The
economic and development impact of vertical launch from Scotland is discussed in detail in [TN-07]; this
section summarises that document, particularly looking at the different sites’ opportunities to contribute
to the regional economic development.
Economic development is covered in Scotland by two agencies. They are Highlands and Islands Enterprise
(covering the Highlands, Argyll and the Islands, Moray and the Western Isles (Outer Hebrides), Orkney
and Shetland. The rest of Scotland is covered by Scottish Enterprise. Both bodies are non-departmental
government bodies. The role of Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) covers Community Development
as well as Economic Development.
Local Government in Scotland is carried out by 32 unitary authorities designated as Councils. The
relevant council areas discussed in this report are Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council),
Highland Council, Orkney Islands Council and Shetland Islands Council. The support of the Councils for
this project is regarded as vital. We believe that all of the local authorities listed would be likely to be
supportive of such a proposal taking place in their areas. The Western Isles Council have been
particularly supportive and public about their investigations into the potential for the development of a
possible site in Uist. While we acknowledge the likely positive reception that such an application would
receive we believe that there are some local issues that it would be important to address for any site that
would be selected.
The position and attitude of the local community we believe would be vital to the success of any
application for a vertical launch site. We would anticipate that many in the relevant local communities
would welcome the jobs and other economic benefit that could result from the siting of a launch facility.
We believe that this could include some modestly skilled jobs include range staff, housekeeping and
welfare roles. We would also see the opportunity as cadence increased to have people to move into those
communities and thus boost the viability of the communities. We believe that this would be seen as a
major incentive for communities. There would also be the possibility for a longer term development of
local people through technical and more complex roles. This is true not only for local communities but for
other communities within travel-to-work distances that could benefit from the development of the supply
chain. Wider community engagement is a significant element of any successful project in the North of
Scotland; working with the community can be the major factor in ensuring the long term success of the
project. A vertical launch facility would be no exception.

10.1. Comparison of different regions
10.1.1. The Outer Hebrides
The area benefits from the presence of the MOD base in Benbecula, run by QinetiQ. The site offers a
range of facilities that are covered elsewhere in the report. It also benefits from facilities that allow
QinetiQ to develop small scale technical and engineering solutions for use on the range. The islands have
benefit from the incoming skills and experience from those who work and service the range. The number
of development opportunities may be limited due to the small population in the immediate vicinity of the
suggested sites with noted transferable skills. It is thought that logistics costs may also inhibit wider
elements of the new and developing supply chain setting up in the area. The likely issue would be one of
scale where it is recognised that there would be a supportive public sector effort to encourage economic
growth in supply chain activity but ensuring that the impact of growth stayed in the area would be more
challenging.

10.1.2. Caithness and Sutherland
The area benefits from the relatively nearby presence of the Dounreay nuclear facility, which has helped
to develop a significant supply chain in the immediate area since it was established over 50 years ago. As
well as the around 1,100 operatives employed by Dounreay there is a buoyant supply chain of local
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companies who also service the oil and gas, renewables and other engineering sector. It is believed that
much of this could be readily transitioned to serve the general requirements of the space sector. The
presence of a number of fabrication buildings in Thurso and the local training facility for North Highland
College / University of the Highlands would also add to the opportunity to develop further supply chain
activity. It is also expected that other government organisations such as the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority would be involved in contributing to the diversification of the economy into such a new sector.
While the area can be seen as remote, there are road, rail and air links with both Aberdeen and
Edinburgh. It is expected the labour currently employed in Dounreay would also become available over
the next decade.

10.1.3. Orkney
Orkney continues to win UK awards as one of the most attractive places to live and work. The Marine
Energy sector has grown in response to the excellent natural resources in both wave and tide of the
shores of Orkney. Due to the low level of unemployment some of this growth comes from the skills and
industrial base in Caithness. There is a relatively short transfer and local companies can service both
sides of the Pentland Firth. While acknowledging the excellent living standards on the islands, companies
may find it difficult to reach a scale of growth given the pressures on the labour market and relevant skill
sets. The logistics of transferring people and goods to the islands would also need to be taken into
account in the development of a wider supply chain.

10.1.4. Shetland
Until recently the oil and gas industry demonstrated the ability of Shetland to adapt and ensure that the
development of infrastructure and operations was not hindered by the relatively small number of the local
community. Any developments on Unst could be supported as was demonstrate by the successful RAF
Saxa Vord from 1957 until 2007 when the site was taken over to be developed into a new tourism
venture. While there are successful engineering companies in the south that still support the oil and gas
sector it is believed that the island would be more successful as attracting workers to work on launch
campaigns rather than a growth of existing indigenous companies.

10.1.5. Summary
The development potential of the Northern Isles and Mainland has been demonstrated through a range of
existing industries and projects ranging from the support of a dynamic oil and gas sector using advanced
technology, the support of military ranges and control systems to the development of a new industry and
the provision of a skilled workforce to serve a nuclear industry. All of this was supported by a local
community that has adapted and grown into supporting new sectors.
The Northern Isles of Orkney and Shetland have been able to demonstrate that while local unemployment
has been low they have been able to attract skilled labour to service large projects such as oil and gas
developments in Flotta and Sullom Voe. Much of this labour was able to support these projects by moving
into the area on a temporary basis thus allowing the industry to flex its labour pool from a wide area. The
development of Marine renewables in Orkney and Caithness has also led to a flexible adaption of local
labour to service a new sector with new needs.
The Western Isles has been home to the military test facility at Benbecula in the island of South Uist for
some time. The local community has benefited from the economic input and MOD has recently committed
to a long term presence in the area. Again the island has been able to attract staff for the range facilities
over a long period of time. It is expected that any new developments to the north would reinforce the
skills already there while offering an opportunity to attract further staff to service a new site. The
contribution that this would make to the local community would be significant.
The Northern counties of Caithness and Sutherland offer easy access by regards to its connectivity by
road and rail to all parts of the mainland of the UK. The Dounreay and Vulcan nuclear facilities in
Caithness offers a ready pool of skilled labour that has already proven its ability to adapt to new
advanced engineering requirements. The development of new areas of activity has been a focus for a
partnership with partners from a wide range of agencies including Scottish Government, HIE, the local
authority (Highland Council) and other bodies.
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11. TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS
A trade-off has been performed based on the criteria discussed and defined in the preceding sections of
this document to give an objective assessment of the suitability of all the proposed sites. Table 14
presents the scores for each site against each criteria defined in the preceding sections of this document.
The scores for each site are weighted according to the relative importance of each criteria (on a scale of
1-5) and then summed to give a total score for each site, which is then converted to a percentage of the
maximum score achievable. The assignment of weightings is clearly a subjective assessment so the
following trade-off and conclusions based on it are intended for guidance only. Comparison of
the weighted-total for each site allows a quantitative comparison of the suitability for each site. Finally,
all the sites that have feasible trajectories to both SSO and polar orbit are ranked in order of their total
score – sites with no feasible trajectory to either SSO or polar orbit are excluded from this process on the
basis that they would not be able to secure sufficient launches to enable a sustainable operation.
However, later results discuss the relative merits of the sites when only one class of orbit is considered.
The result of the overall trade-off (Table 14) show Saxa Vord offers significant advantages over all other
sites. This is largely down to its orbital access (no population in downrange area so is able to deliver the
maximum payload to both orbits) but it also scores consistently highly across the other criteria as well.
The second ranked site is the Moine, although the gap to Saxa Vord is over 10%. The size of the gap
between the top two sites suggest that Saxa Vord is likely to be very insensitive to the criteria weighting,
and remain the highest scoring site over a very broad range of priorities. Therefore, there a strong
argument supporting selection of Saxa Vord for development. The large unknown is if any
operator could be convinced that the logistics of operating from such a remote site have been sufficiently
overcome/developed to enable a trouble free launch campaign. The other potential limiting factor to
development of Saxa Vord is that the site is comparatively hilly and it may prove difficult to multiple
launch complexes, thus limiting future expansion potential.
Papa Westray is ranked third but is >9% behind second placed Moine. As with the large margin for Saxa
Vord, this large advantage of Moine over Papa Westray suggest that it is relatively insensitive to the
criteria weighting. However, it should be noted that should some of the sites in the Western Isles become
feasible then they would offer closer competition for third place and the decision would be less clear, this
argument is explored in more depth below. Papa Westray scores highly due to its orbit accessibility and
the high weighting on these criteria but relatively poorly in other regards.
The only other feasible site is Ness at the Northern-most point of the Isle of Lewis which scores only
0.1% less than Papa Westray. Given the difference in orbital accessibility, Ness must score more highly
against the other criteria suggesting it offers a more balanced set of advantages and disadvantages but
may struggle to deliver the required payloads. Consequently the choice between Papa Westray and Ness
is likely to depend in the final business case proposed by an operator and/or Launch Service Provider.
Therefore, under an FAA-AST regulatory framework there is a clear order of preference for
launch site of Saxa Vord, Moine and then Papa Westray or Ness.
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Due to uncertainty with respect to how a future launch market may evolve, as well as what decisions are
made about the UK regulatory framework, there are a number of alternative, less restrictive, scenarios
that are worth further consideration.
The commercial report [TN-03] identifies that the evolution of the launch market accessible to the UK is
likely to initially be dominated by launches to SSO before switching to polar orbits as the proposed
communications mega-constellations become operational and require replenishment. One question that
may be worth asking is if different locations would be better suited to meeting these demands. Table 16
presents trade-off results when only a single class of orbit, i.e. SSO or polar, is considered. The results
show that in both cases, Saxa Vord is still the highest scoring site by nearly 9% or more. For SSO, Moine
remains a strong second placed candidate with a similar sized margin over Ness which only narrowly
beats Papa Westray. This reinforces the view of the general trade-off that under an FAA-AST regulatory
framework there is a clear order of preference for launches to SSO of Saxa Vord, Moine and then Ness or
Papa Westray. Considering only polar orbit trajectories then many more sites become feasible. Saxa Vord
remains a clear favourite but several sites scoring in the high 50’s start to challenge the second place of
the Moine, most notably Scolpaig at the extreme Western end of the range of sites considered now has
the third highest score. This is an interesting observation and suggests that should the launch site be
built to target the forecast mega-constellation replenishment then competition between potential sites
would be much closer. It is also worth noting that Totegan also now scores relatively highly being similar
in many ways to the Moine but slightly smaller and with no accessible trajectory to SSO but better
performance to polar orbit.
Finally, we consider the impact of a regulatory framework designed explicitly to support mature, “micro”
launchers, i.e. the challenge case and associated scores discussed in Section 5.1. Table 17 presents the
results of the challenge case trade-off when targeting both classes of orbit or each one individually with
revised scores for the “challenge case”. The results show that Saxa Vord is still the highest scoring site by
a clear margin of approximately 9%. However, the ranking of the remaining sites is of more interest. The
reduced casualty area and higher reliability result in a lower expected casualty rate for a given trajectory,
this means that trajectories from the Western Isles, flying between Iceland and the Faroe Islands become
possible and that the more Westerly sites are now potential options. In fact, Scolpaig becomes the
second best site for a general launch complex or one targeting SSO narrowly beating the Moine by 1.5%2.9%. For trajectories to polar orbit, the Moine scores marginally higher than Scolpaig although the
difference in all challenge case instances between second and third place is insignificant (as small
changes to the weightings would alter the relationship). Generally there is a fairly large margin (typically
>5%) to the next best site, suggesting that should a down-selection be performed, then the three sites
to choose between are Saxa Vord, the Moine, and Scolpaig.
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13. CONCLUSIONS
This report has considered the advantages and disadvantages of different sites in northern Scotland for a
vertical launch site. Many different issues will drive the down-selection of a launch site, affecting the
viability and business case. This report analyses topics including the geography of available sites, the
orbits than can be accessed, nearby populations, environmental impacts, accessibility and infrastructure.
Different sites have different strengths and weaknesses:
Saxa Vord, in the Shetland Isles, has the best orbital access, but the remote site means it is
logistically the most challenging.
The Moine peninsula is a large uninhabited area on the north coast of the UK mainland. It has
advantages in terms of logistics, but the populations downrange in the Faeroes and Iceland
constrain the available trajectories and reduce the mass that can be delivered to orbit.
Scolpaig on North Uist could benefit from infrastructure already present at the MOD Hebrides
range, but obtaining regulatory approval would require demonstrating that launch would not
endanger downrange populations.
Other sites in the Hebrides could be considered, especially if horizontal launch develops at
Stornoway, but a site at the north tip of Lewis would require moving the local population.
Other sites on the mainland could be considered, such as Totegan, Durness or Cape Wrath, but
do not have clear advantages over the Moine.
A site in the Orkney Isles could be considered, but although it is slightly more accessible than the
Shetland Isles (though noticeably less so than the mainland) the latter has better orbital access
and has unpopulated sites available.
The trade-off and strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threat (SWOT) analysis presented here will
contribute to the decisions that need to be taken to move forward with vertical launch from the UK.
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